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         Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1. Can _________ _          walk?    and        ants 

2. What can ______   make? they      the 

3. _______            at the big hill.        look      little 

4. What is in the _______   ?   hill       help 

5. Ants _______   big homes.         me         make 

6.  They _______   and walk. walk     funny 

  Say all the pictures with your teacher.  Circle the short I words. Match the words to the pictures. 
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       Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1. Ants make big _________          .  away  homes 

2.  They dig and _________           .     dig      down 

3.   They  ________            and lift. lift      little 

4.   They go in the ________           . here     hill 

5.   The ants ______             up the hill. ran     yes 

6.   They will make a  _____ __          . help     home 

                  Write the rhyming words. 

             Circle the correct sentence in each box.  

1.  Hap ran in the bag. 

2.  hap ran in the bag 

1.  max will dig and dig 

2.  Max will dig and dig. 

1.  Pam can find the hat. 

2.  am can find the hat. 

1. My cat the away ran. 

2. my cat the away ran?  
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        Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence, then write it on the line. 

1. My cat is not _________   . here       help      

2.  Can you _______    me? help        here 

3.  I will _______   my funny cat. for         find        

4.  I can _______   with the cat. down      play        

5.  I will _______   it play here. make      walk 

6.  The _____   cat walks and jumps.   find    funny     

         Say the pictures with your teacher, then circle or color the pictures that have the short a sound. 

             Trace over the letters and then write the missing letters.   BEFORE AND AFTER  
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         Read the sentences. Circle the word that goes in the sentence.  Then write it on the line. 

1.  The _______    pig ran away. look little 

2. The big pig can ________    . play it 

3.  It will go to ____      the little pig. help can 

4.  They ran up the ________   . blue hill 

5.   They ran ________    the hill. got down 

6.  The pigs looked at the ____         hill. ant away 

         Draw a line from the word to the picture. 

        Read the sentences.  Circle the one that is written correctly 

1. The pig can help you. 

2. the Pig can help you? 

1. you will come to the Hill. 

2. you will come to the hill. 

1. I will make a cake. 

2. i will make an cake. 

1. they Will look at you. 

2. They will look at you. 

1. pig 

2. fish 

3. swing 

4. slip 

5. witch 

6. ship 

7. fin 

8. pin 

9. chin 

10. milk 


